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RESONANT MOTOR UNITAND ELECTRIC DEVICE WITH RESONANT MOTOR UNIT

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is generally related to resonant motor units and electric devices comprising

a resonant motor unit, as well as methods of controlling a resonant motor.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

A resonant motor may be controlled based on the load of the resonance motor. In order to

accomplish such a control, the motor current or the peak amplitude of the moving motor armature

of the resonant motor may be measured. This allows for the resonant motor to be controlled such

that constant peak amplitude is always achieved independent of the load of the motor. Such a

control is relatively complex and requires further elements in the control loop such as a position

detector measuring the peak amplitude. In a situation where only a simple control is required,

these solutions are relatively costly.

It is thus a desire to provide a resonant motor unit and a method of controlling a resonant motor

in a relatively simple way.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with at least some embodiments, there is provided a resonant motor unit having a

resonant motor, a control unit for driving the resonant motor at a driving frequency, for short-

circuiting the resonant motor during at least a first short-circuiting phase in successive driving

cycles and for concluding the first short-circuiting phases by switching off the current flow

through the resonant motor at least at a predetermined first time instant within the driving cycles,

a measurement unit for successively measuring at least a first voltage signal provided by the

resonant motor at the predetermined first time instant, and an evaluation unit for determining

whether the first voltage signal has changed between successive measurements.

In accordance with at least some embodiments, there is provided a method of controlling a

resonant motor having the acts of driving the resonant motor at a driving frequency, short-

circuiting the resonant motor during at least a first short-circuiting phase, switching off a current

flow through the resonant motor at least at a predetermined first time instant, measuring at least a



first voltage signal provided by the resonant motor at the predetermined first time instant, and

evaluating whether the first voltage signal has changed between successive measurements.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present disclosure is further elucidated by detailed description of general embodiments of

resonant motor units or control methods of resonant motors and by a detailed description of

example embodiments, where reference is made to figures. In the figures

Fig. 1 is a depiction of a resonant motor unit having a resonant motor and a control

circuitry;

Fig. 2A is a schematic depiction of three movement- induced voltage curves relating to

different applied loads and of respective curves of a current flow through the

motor coil;

Fig. 2B is schematic depiction of the current flow and the total voltage across the resonant

motor for the two most extreme cases of Fig. 2A;

Fig. 3 is a schematic depiction of a control scheme of a resonant motor depending on a

load level applied at the resonant motor;

Fig. 4 is a schematic depiction of two examples of a current flow through a coil of a

resonant motor where three predetermined measurement time instance are

foreseen;

Fig. 5 is a schematic depiction of a current flow through the coil of a resonant motor

where a predetermined measurement time instant is foreseen during a driving

phase; and

Fig. 6 is a depiction of an electric device that may comprise a resonant motor unit as

proposed.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

A resonant spring-mass system, such as a resonant motor (which may also be called an

oscillating motor or a vibrating motor) has a resonance frequency f (m;ks) that is dependent on

the relevant mass m and the relevant spring constant ks. The resonant spring-mass system can be

excited by a periodic driving force F(t) having a driving frequency fd, which results in a driven

periodic (typically sinusoidal) movement of the mass.



In some embodiments, a resonant motor has a stator comprising a motor coil (which may be

secured to a housing of an electric device in which the resonant motor is disposed) and a

movably mounted motor armature comprising one or several permanent magnets. In an

unpowered state, the movably mounted motor armature is held in a rest position by a return force

that in an embodiment may be provided by a spring or a spring arrangement. When an alternating

supply voltage is provided at the motor coil (i.e. energy is introduced into the resonant motor),

the developing electromagnetic field of the motor coil drives the movably mounted motor

armature into a periodic movement. At least some of the movement of the motor armature is

against the return force provided by the return force element. As long as energy is continuously

provided to replace the energy consumed by the resonant motor, the resonant motor may achieve

and then stay in an equilibrium state in which the peak amplitude of the moving motor armature

is kept constant as long as the load of the resonant motor is kept constant.

The frequency fm of the driven periodic movement of the motor armature is determined by the

driving frequency f , i.e. fm = f . The periodic driving force and the driven periodic movement

have a defined phase shift φ that depends, inter alia, on the difference between the driving

frequency fd and the effective resonance frequency f . When the resonant motor (or in general: a

resonant spring-mass system) is driven at its effective resonance frequency, i.e. fd = f , the driven

periodic movement has a phase shift of φ = - π/2, i.e. φ = -90 degrees, to the periodic driving

force. The spring-mass system is driven with highest efficiency when the driving frequency and

the resonance frequency coincide.

Fig. 1 shows an example embodiment of a resonant motor unit 800 comprising a resonant motor

L and a control circuitry for controlling the resonant motor L. In the shown example

embodiment, the resonant motor L is arranged in the bridge section of an H-bridge (also called a

full bridge) arrangement having four switches SI, S2, S3, S4 (one switch being arranged in each

of the legs of the H-bridge). The switches SI, S2, S3, S4, may be realized as MOSFETs in one

embodiment, or as other switching devices such as transistors in other embodiments. Each of the

switches SI, S2, S3, S4 may include a protective element such as a protective diode arranged

parallel to the switch to protect the switch from over-voltages and to allow for commutation of

current over the protective diode, e.g. when a current flow through the inductor of the resonant

motor L (i.e. the coil of the resonant motor L) is switched off. In some embodiments, the

resonant motor unit 800 comprises a functional element coupled to the motor armature for driven



movement during operation. The resonant motor unit 800 may be used in an electric device such

as an electric toothbrush as shown in Fig. 6 or in an electric shaver, a tool, a household appliance

etc.

As has been stated above, the armature of the resonant motor L can be driven into a periodic

movement by applying a periodic drive force. This periodic drive force is generated by a control

unit 400 switching the switches SI, S2, S3, S4 on and off within a driving cycle such that a

supply voltage from a supply voltage source 500 may be applied at the resonant motor L in

positive half cycles and negative half cycles. During a positive half cycle of a driving cycle, the

supply voltage may be applied in a positive direction, e.g. SI and S4 are closed while S2 and S3

are open, and in a negative half cycle of the driving cycle, the voltage may be applied in a

negative direction, e.g. S2 and S3 are closed while SI and S4 are open. If the resonant motor L is

not continuously driven (i.e. not continuously supplied with energy), damping typically

inherently present in any real system would gradually reduce the motor amplitude until the

moving motor armature stops.

At constant driving frequency f and constant resonance frequency (for example in no load

condition f , and in a loaded condition f ) the amplitude of the moving motor armature can be

varied by increasing or decreasing the driving force (i.e. by increasing or decreasing the energy

that is periodically put into the resonant motor). The increasing or decreasing of the driving force

can be accomplished by increasing or decreasing the time length of the driving phases (i.e. the

time length during which the supply voltage is applied at the resonant motor L).

Further, the control unit 400 may control the switches SI, S2, S3, S4, to short-circuit the resonant

motor L during at least a first short-circuiting phase following the driving phase. For example,

the control unit 400 may close switches SI and S2 or S3 and S4 during the short-circuiting phase

(while the respective other two switches, S3 and S4 or SI and S2, respectively, are open). The

control unit 400 may further control the switches SI, S2, S3, S4, such that at least at a

predetermined first time instant the first short-circuiting phase is concluded, and the current flow

through the resonant motor (i.e. through the motor coil) is switched off, i.e. all switches are

opened. Such phases of driving a resonant motor are generally described in DE 102 46 520 Al

together with potential further phases.



A voltage at the motor (measured against ground potential 600) may be provided at an input

700 of a measurement unit 401. The measurement unit 401 is in the shown embodiment realized

as a part of the control unit 400. The measurement of the voltage may be performed in

temporal synchrony with the switching-off of the current flow through the resonant motor L. The

voltage signal provided by the resonant motor L when the current flow is switched off may then

be evaluated by an evaluation unit 402 that in the shown embodiment is also realized as a part of

the control unit 400. The voltage is discussed further hereafter.

Generally, either one or both of the measurement unit 401 and the evaluation unit 402 may be

realized as being separate from the control unit 400. Alternatively, at least two units from the

group consisting of the control unit 400, the measurement unit 401, and the evaluation unit 402

may be realized as an integral unit, such as a microprocessor on which the functionalities of the

combined units are realized.

When the resonant motor L is in a constantly driven state, the motor armature oscillates with

constant amplitude as long as the (mechanical) load on the motor does not change. When the

supply voltage is applied at the resonant motor L during a driving phase, a current flow builds up

through the resonant motor L. The current flow build up is, inter alia, dependent on the difference

between the driving frequency f and the resonance frequency (either no load resonance

frequency f or effective resonance frequency f ), i.e. the current flow rise is inter alia dependent

on the phase shift between periodic driving force and driven periodic movement. When the motor

is then short-circuited during a first short-circuiting phase directly following the driving phase,

i.e. when the supply voltage is not applied across the motor coil anymore, then current flow is

driven by the voltage induced in the motor coil via the moving motor armature. At the end of the

first short-circuiting phase, the remaining current flow may be switched-off by opening all

switches of the H-bridge during a switching off phase. This will be explained in more detail

further below.

The total voltage across a resonant motor is given by a self-induced voltage, U L = L · dl(t)/dt,

where L is the inductance of the coil and dl(t)/dt is the temporal change of the motor current (i.e.

the first derivative of the motor current I(t) with respect to the time t), a movement-induced

voltage Uin generated in the motor coil by the movement of the permanent magnets relative to



the coil, and a voltage developing at the ohmic resistance of the motor coil, U = I · R, where I is

the motor current and R is the resistance of the motor coil, so that

U M = U + U i d + U = L · dl(t)/dt + Uin + I · R

It has here been omitted to indicate that all voltages appearing in this equation are time

dependent, i.e. ≡ U etc. The movement-induced voltage Uin typically is sinusoidal due to

its dependency on the movement of the driven armature with respect to the stator, which typically

is sinusoidal. As previously said, the driven periodic movement has a phase shift to the periodic

drive force, which is dependent on the difference between the (effective) resonance frequency of

the resonant motor and the driving frequency.

In the following, the resonance frequency of a resonant spring-mass system such as a resonant

motor in a no-load condition is denoted by fR, the effective resonance frequency that develops

when the resonant motor is loaded, i.e. when one of the relevant parameters defining the

resonance frequency is changed, is denoted by f .

A resonant motor may be utilized in an electric device (e.g., an electric oral hygiene device or a

hair removal device etc.) to drive a functional element into motion, in particular into an

oscillating motion. In an embodiment in which the electric device is an oral hygiene device, such

as an electric toothbrush, the functional element may be a brush head comprising a plurality of

cleaning elements extending from a surface of the brush head. When the brush head is pressed

against a surface, e.g. a tooth surface, then at least one of the effective mass of the resonant motor

and the effective spring constant of the resonant motor is influenced. This pressure dependent

influence of at least one of the effective mass or effective spring constant leads to a variation of

the effective resonance frequency f due to the dependence of the resonance frequency on these

parameters (i.e. the effective resonance frequency of the electric device changes over time during

operation in case the load on the resonant motor is changed). In an embodiment, the driving

frequency fd is kept constant, while the effective resonance frequency f is varied, e.g. due to

pressure applied on the driven functional element. When a mechanical load is applied at the

resonant motor, also the peak amplitude of the driven periodic movement is varied. It is stated

here that in some embodiments the effective resonance frequency f under applied mechanical

load may not be considerable different to the resonance frequency fR of the resonant motor in a



no-load condition. Nevertheless, a mechanical load applied at the resonant motor (i.e. at the

functional element driven by the resonant motor) also has an effect on the peak amplitude of the

driven periodic movement. Hence, applying a mechanical load at the resonant motor varies the

movement induced voltage Umd with respect to phase shift and height of the peak amplitude.

Similarly, the movement induced voltage Umd is changed with respect to the periodic driving

force when the driving frequency fd is changed as this has an effect onto the phase shift between

periodic driving force and driven periodic movement.

In the following, reference is made to Figs. 2A and 2B. Figure 2A shows the movement-induced

voltage U nd(t) and the current flow I(t) through the motor coil for three different example cases.

In the shown example cases, the load applied at the resonant motor is varied but the driving

frequency is fixed. The shown curves relate to a single driving cycle during an equilibrium state

of the resonant motor. The three example curves are indicated by Uindl, Uind2, and Uind3 for

the movement-induced voltage and by II, 12, and 13 for the current flowing through the motor

coil. In these three exemplary curves, a time length T of a first driving phase S and a time

length Ts of a first short-circuiting phase Ss following the driving phase S and followed by a

switching-off of the current flow at a fixed predetermined first time instant ti are fixed within the

first (here: positive) half cycle.

The movement-induced voltage U ind(t) is phase shifted with respect to the position function (i.e.

the driven periodic movement) of the driven moving motor armature by -90 degrees. As at the

centre position the velocity of the moving motor armature in the powered state is highest and thus

the movement induced voltage is highest, the thick curve Uindl shows a case where the

(effective) resonance frequency is relatively far away from the driving frequency, and the thin

line Uind2 shows a case where the resonance frequency is relatively close to the driving

frequency. The medium line Uind3 indicates a case where the current flow is approximately zero

at the predetermined first time instant ti at which the current flow is switched off.

It can further be seen that the peak amplitude of the movement-induced voltage is different for

the three different curves Uindl, Uind2, and Uind3. In some embodiments, the change in the

effective resonance frequency upon applied mechanical load may be relatively small, and the

major change in the functional behavior of the movement-induced voltage is given by a change

of the peak amplitude. In some other embodiments, the change of the effective resonance



frequency and thus the change in the phase shift may be considered dominant. This behavior

depends on the kind of motor used and on the kind of functional element driven by the resonant

motor.

Fig. 2B shows the (total) voltage U M (of which Uin (t) is a component) across the resonant

motor and again the current flow I(t) through the motor coil for the two extreme cases (U n and

Uind2) shown in Fig. 2A. The voltage across the motor U M is indicated by Ul (thick line) and

U2 (thin line), which curves correspond to the current flow indicated by lines II (thick line) and

12 (thin line), respectively.

Referring to Figs. 2A and 2B, the resonant motor is driven at a constant driving frequency f .

According to an embodiment of the control scheme of the present disclosure, in each driving

cycle a first driving phase Sd having a predetermined time length Td is provided, which first

driving phase is followed by a first short-circuiting phase Ss having a predetermined time length

Ts. The driving phase Sd and short-circuiting phase Ss may be applied only in a first half-cycle

(e.g. only in the positive or only in the negative half cycle) of a driving cycle. In the shown

embodiment, the first half cycle is the positive half cycle.

In the shown embodiment, a second driving phase Sd ' and a second short-circuiting phase Ss'

may also be applied during the second half cycle (here: the negative half cycle) of the driving

cycle. In another embodiment, no driving phase and no short-circuiting phase are applied during

the second half cycle. In some embodiments, at least one of the second driving phase Sd' and the

second short-circuiting phase Ss' applied in the second half cycle may have a different time

length than their respective counterpart phase in the first half-cycle. In an embodiment, two or

more driving phases may be applied in the first and/or second half cycle and each may be

followed by a respective short-circuiting phase.

During the first driving phase Sd (i.e., during the time period during which the supply voltage is

applied at the resonant motor), a current flow I(t) builds up in the motor coil. The rise of the

current flow is dependent, inter alia, on the phase shift φ between the periodic driving force and

the driven periodic movement and further on the peak amplitude Upeak of the movement-induced

voltage Uind- The peak amplitude Upeak and the phase shift φ determine the actual height of the

movement-induced voltage at a certain time instant t within the driving cycle, i.e. Uind(t) = Ui„d(t;



φ , Upeak), and this actual height of the movement induced voltage influences the current flow

build-up through the resonant motor. As these two factors are changed by a varying mechanical

load applied at the resonant motor, the current flow build-up through the resonant motor depends

on the applied load. Similarly, when the driving frequency ¾ is changed, at least the phase shift

of the movement-induced voltage Uin with respect to the periodic driving force changes and thus

the current-flow build-up during the driving phase will be influenced.

As said, these differences in the movement-induced voltage U d influence, inter alia, the current

build-up during the first (or second) driving phase Sd (or Sd')- The current-flow build-up is also

dependent on the driving phase start time td at which the driving phase is initiated. In some

embodiments, the driving phase start time td may be chosen once and then kept fixed.

Accordingly, when td and Td are fixed, the current flow I(t) through the motor coil during the

driving phase Sd depends on the phase shift (i.e., on the difference between the driving frequency

fd and the effective resonance frequency f ) and on the peak amplitude of the motion-induced

voltage Uind, which are influenced by the mechanical load applied at the resonant motor or by

varying the driving frequency.

A first short-circuiting phase Ss having a predetermined time length Ts can follow after the first

driving phase Sd. The current flow through the motor coil is then driven by the movement

induced voltage Ui„d and generally decreases during the first short-circuiting phase Ss. At the end

of the first short-circuiting phase Ss, the current flow through the resonant motor may be

switched off at a predetermined first time instant ti. Depending on the various described factors,

the height of the current I t flowing through the coil of the resonant motor at the predetermined

first time instant ti may be positive or negative (or may be just exactly zero) as is shown by the

three example curves II, 12, and 13. Thus, the current value I(t at the predetermined first time

instant t i depends on the difference between driving frequency fd and effective resonance

frequency f (i.e. the phase shift) and on the peak amplitude of the motion-induced voltage.

When the current flow through the resonant motor changes its sign, also the total voltage at the

resonant motor U M changes its sign. At the zero-crossing of U M (where the waveform U Mcrosses

the time axis in Figure 2B) at time ti, the current flow is zero and the voltage lying at the ohmic

resistance of the resonant motor U R is thus zero, U R = 0. Then, the self-induced voltage U L and

the movement-induced voltage Ui„d are identical in voltage height but have different sign, i.e. U L



= - Uin - While the total voltage at the motor is then zero, the two components adding up to zero

need not necessarily be small. The absolute height of the movement-induced voltage relates to

the residual energy in the resonant motor at switch-off. Typically, the current flow at the

predetermined first time instant ti is not zero (but typically small); the voltage at the ohmic

resistance is then also small as it is proportional to the current. The absolute height of the

movement-induced voltage U then determines the residual energy in the motor at the switch-

off instant.

When the current flow through the motor coil is switched off at the end of the first short-

circuiting phase, the resonant motor responds with a first voltage signal allowing the residual

current to commute over the protective diodes of the switches of the H-bridge circuit (so-called

back electromagnetic force, B-EMF). The height of this voltage signal may be limited by a

protective element, e.g. a protective diode being arranged parallel to each of the switches.

Further, the height of the first voltage signal depends on the switching speed with which the

relevant switch (e.g. S4 shown in Fig. 1, after a short-circuiting phase in which S3 and S4 were

closed and SI and S2 were open) is opened as the switching speed determines the change in

current flow dl(t)/dt.

The sign of this first voltage signal Pi depends on whether the residual energy in the resonant

motor is positive or negative. In Fig. 2B the thick line I I shows a case where the residual current

flow at the predetermined first time instant ti is positive and the voltage at the resonant motor

U ( i) is negative prior to the switch-off phase. In this case the sign of the first voltage signal

is positive. The thin line 12 indicates a case where the residual current flow through the resonant

motor is negative at the predetermined first time instant ti and the voltage at the resonant motor

U ( i) as indicated by line U2 is positive prior to the switch-off phase. In this case the sign of the

first voltage signal is negative.

In light of the above, in some embodiments, the system may be pre-calibrated so that the first

voltage signal changes its sign under the condition that the applied load changes from being

above (or below) a first predetermined load value to being below (or above) this value. In this

manner, it may be determined whether the resonant motor has experienced a transition from an

applied load less than a first predetermined load value D 1 (shown in Figure 3) to an applied load

that is greater than the first predetermined load value D l (e.g., a brush head of an electric



toothbrush going from a non-engaged state to an engaged state wherein the brush head is applied

to the surface of a user's tooth or teeth). As the time length Td of the driving phase Sd may need to

be fixed to periodically put a certain amount of energy into the resonant motor, the time length Ts

of the short-circuiting phase Ss can be varied such that the sign change of the voltage signal

occurs at the first predetermined time instant under a given applied load. Hence, this allows

measuring when a certain load is applied onto the functional element driven by the resonant

motor.

Similarly, the driving frequency fd may be changed between successive measurements and the

predetermined first time instant ti may be chosen such that the sign change of the first voltage

signal Pi happens when the driving frequency fd coincides with the resonance frequency f or

when the driving frequency fd coincides with a target frequency ft that has a predetermined

distance to the resonance frequency, ft = f + Af. In some embodiments, the control unit may be

arranged to drive the resonant motor with a start driving frequency and may then successively

change the driving frequency continuously, quasi-continuously or step-wise until a change in the

sign of the voltage signal indicates that the current driving frequency has a predetermined

distance to the resonance frequency. Hence, the control unit may be arranged to automatically

determine the optimal driving frequency. By such a design, tolerances in the motor parts that lead

to differences in the resonance frequency of a resonant motor when compared to other resonant

motors of the same kind and/or aging of the motor parts that lead to differences of the resonance

frequency of the resonant motor over time can be automatically coped with. In some

embodiments, the control unit would employ a start driving frequency that should be above (or

below) the resonance frequency that may occur due to tolerances and/or aging and the driving

frequency would then successively be reduced (or increased) until the predetermined target

frequency is reached.

In some embodiments, where only the sign change of the voltage signal is to be determined, it

may be sufficient that the measurement unit only measures the sign of the voltage signal P . This

can e.g. be realized by applying the first voltage signal at a standard digital input of a

microcontroller where a voltage signal above a certain threshold signal is detected as a clear

HIGH signal and any voltage signal below this threshold is detected as a LOW signal. In cases

where the positive voltage signal could become so small that it may not be securely detected

anymore as a clear HIGH signal (e.g. when the residual current flow is low and the movement-



induced voltage is low at the predetermined first time instant), the switching speed of the

respective switch or switches may be increased to generate a voltage signal that is (at least for a

short period) high enough to be detectable as a clear HIGH signal. The measurement of the first

voltage signal would then only need to deliver a binary single-digit output to the evaluation unit.

In some embodiments, the first voltage signal P may be fed to a measurement unit realized as a

high-speed analog circuitry that can detect the height of the first voltage signal as well as the

width of the voltage signal. In some embodiments, a digital circuitry having temporal and voltage

resolution being good enough to detect width and height of the voltage signal may be used. The

evaluation unit may then have a storage unit having a predetermined table in which load values

or frequency values may be assigned to height values and/or width values of the voltage signal

such that the actual applied load value or the difference between the actual driving frequency to

the resonance frequency can be computed from this table and the determined height and/or width

values.

When a sign change in the first voltage signal is detected, the control unit may then control the

resonant motor in such a way that a driving parameter is changed. With reference to Fig. 2A and

Fig. 3, the first driving phase Sd may be increased by, for example, increasing the time length Td

so that the moving motor armature moves with a desired higher peak amplitude Ap. Instead of

increasing the time length Td, an increase in the peak amplitude may also be achieved by

increasing the applied supply voltage (e.g. by respective use of a step-up converter for boosting

the voltage provided by the supply voltage source). In some embodiments, both the supply

voltage and the time length Td may be increased in order to increase the amplitude.

The time length Td of the driving phase and the time length Ts of the short-circuiting phase

(together the total driving time length Tds) may be chosen in accordance with the peak amplitude

that is to be reached. For small peak amplitudes, the total driving time length Tds may be chosen

to be about 1% of the length of the half cycle time length, while for high peak amplitudes, the

total driving time length Tds may be chosen to be up to 99% of the half cycle time length. While

the driving frequency fd may in general have every sensible value, the driving frequency fd may

in some embodiments be in the range of between about 1 Hz to about 10,000 Hz. In an

embodiment in which the electric device is realized as an oral hygiene device such as an electric

toothbrush, the driving frequency fd may be in the range of between about 30 Hz to about 500



Hz. In some embodiments where the electric device is an electric toothbrush, the driving

frequency f may be greater than about 120 Hz. The driving frequency can be greater than about

120 Hz, greater than about 130 Hz, greater than about 140 Hz, greater than about 150 Hz, greater

than about 160 Hz, greater than about 170 Hz, greater than about 180 Hz, greater than about 190

Hz, greater than about 200 Hz, or less than about 200 Hz, less than about 190 Hz, less than about

180 Hz, less than about 170 Hz, less than about 160 Hz, less than about 150 Hz, less than about

140 Hz, less than about 130 Hz, and/or any number or any range within or including these values.

With reference to Fig. 4 it is noted that it is not required to first have a driving phase followed by

a short-circuiting phase in order to generate a first voltage signal as described. In some

embodiments, a first short-circuiting phase is initiated while no residual current flow through the

motor coil is present (i.e. without a directly previous driving phase). For example, a first short-

circuiting phase may follow after a relatively long switch-off phase that has allowed all residual

current to commute over a protective diode (i.e. the short-circuiting phase starts without any

residual current flow through the motor coil). Line 1001 in Fig. 4 shows a case where the residual

current flow is zero after a switch-off phase initiated at time instant t5. Current flow build-up

through the motor coil is then driven by the movement-induced voltage during the first short-

circuiting phase and hence is dependent on the sign of the motion-induced voltage. The current

flow thus essentially changes its sign when the varying phase shift changes the sign of the

movement-induced voltage (hence, embodiments where no considerable phase shift changes

occur may not allow measuring any sign change). The relatively low current flow thus generated

can then be used to generate the first voltage pulse by switching-off the current flow. In other

words, this essentially simply probes the sign of the movement-induced voltage before the

predetermined first time instant.

Fig. 3 is a schematic depiction showing peak amplitude curves A l (thin line) and A2 (thick line)

and corresponding noise level curves Nl (thin dashed line) and N2 (thick dashed line) for an

electric device that shall work at a certain peak amplitude Ap of the driven functional element of

the electric device when a predetermined first load value Dl is achieved during operation. The

predetermined first load value Dl relates to the pressure applied on the functional element which

influences the phase shift of the movement-induced voltage with respect to the driving function

(i.e. the effective resonance frequency is changed) and the peak amplitude of the movement-

induced voltage. Without loss of generalization, it is assumed that the load applied at the



functional element and the change of the phase shift (i.e. effective resonance frequency) and of

the peak-amplitude of the movement-induced voltage have a clear functional relation for a given

resonant motor unit.

Thin line Al indicates the behavior of the peak amplitude of the oscillatory motion of a

functional element driven by a resonant motor when mechanical load is applied on the resonant

motor without applying the discussed control method. In contrast, thick line A2 indicates an

example embodiment of the behavior of the peak amplitude of the functional element when a

proposed control method is used. As indicated by the thick line A2, the control unit of the

resonant motor unit may be arranged to drive the resonant motor at a predetermined driving

frequency f so that a low peak amplitude A' of the functional element is achieved when the

electric device is switched on and/or under a load of less than Dl. As depicted in Fig. 3, the start

peak amplitude A of the functional element is higher than the start peak amplitude A' when the

disclosed control method is employed.

Without loss of generality, the curves Al and A2 here show a decrease in peak amplitude with

increasing load D. With a resonant motor (or a control method for controlling a resonant motor)

as proposed herein, the resonant motor may be driven at a desired peak amplitude Ap when a first

predetermined load value Dl is reached, and it may be driven at a low amplitude A' when the

electric device is operated without load and/or at a load which is less than Dl.

Low starting amplitude may provide a user with a perceivable signal of the operational state of

the electric device. The low amplitude A' may also prevent water or any substance (e.g.

toothpaste) that may be applied onto the functional element of the electric device from being

splattered about. Additionally, a relatively low noise level may be achieved as is indicated by the

thick dashed line N2 in comparison to the thin dashed line Nl. Nl indicates the noise level of the

electric device without the herein proposed resonant motor unit and/or control methods,

respectively.

As will be explained in more detail further below, the resonant motor unit may also be arranged

to measure and evaluate a second voltage signal that may be indicative of whether the applied

load has changed from being above (or below) a second predetermined load value D2 to being

below (or above) the second predetermined load value D2. This may allow for the control of the



resonant motor with respect to this predetermined second load value D2. The control unit may in

particular be arranged to drop to a low or even zero peak amplitude of the driven functional

element when the second predetermined load value D2 is reached or exceeded as is schematically

indicated by thick line A2. For example, when the resonant motor drives a functional element

being a brush head of an electric toothbrush, it can be signaled to a user that teeth and gums are

brushed with too high pressure by decreasing the amplitude and/or driving frequency. In addition

or alternatively, the control unit may be arranged to indicate a certain applied load to a user. E.g.

in the example as shown, a yellow light source may be lighted when the applied load is below the

predetermined first load value Dl to indicate that the applied load is not effective for the intended

purpose (e.g. tooth brushing). A green light source may be lighted when the applied load is

between the predetermined first load value Dl and the predetermined second load value D2 to

indicate that the applied load lies within a preferred range. A red light source may lighted if the

applied load has reached or exceeded the predetermined second load value D2 to indicate to the

user that a too high load is being applied. Any kind of indication can be utilized, e.g. instead of a

visually perceivable indication, an audible indication may be used or a tangibly perceivable

indication may be used.

Additionally, combinations of indications provided to the user are contemplated. For example,

the control unit may decrease the amplitude and/or frequency, and an additional signal may be

provided to the user. For example, the additional signal may include a visual, audible, tactile, the

like or combinations thereof.

In an embodiment, at least two or more successive short-circuiting phases are each concluded by

a switch-off phase as is schematically shown in Fig. 4, where the current flow I(t) through the

motor coil is shown for two successive half cycles and where three predetermined time instances

, t5, and t were chosen to be able to discern three different predetermined load values. After a

first driving phase S , the resonant motor is short-circuited during a first short-circuiting phase

Ssi having a time length Tsl and then the current flow is switched off at a predetermined first time

instant t4 as was described above, but here the switch-off phase only lasts for a relatively short

first switch-off time length T0 i . In case of a residual current flow through the motor coil being

present at the switching-off instant, a first voltage signal will be provided by the resonant motor

as was discussed above. The time length T0 i of the first switch-off phase may be within a range



of between about 5 microseconds and about 100 microseconds, optionally of between about 20

microseconds to about 50 microseconds.

After the first switch off phase, the control unit short-circuits the resonant motor again during a

second short-circuiting phase SS2 having a time length Ts2. The time length Ts2 is chosen to be so

small that the residual current flowing through the motor coil would only fully commute over the

protective diode when the residual current flow is very small. Then the current flow is again

switched off at a predetermined second time instant t5. In case of a residual current flow through

the motor coil being present at the switching-off instant, a second voltage signal will be provided

by the resonant motor as was discussed above. The second switch-off phase may have a time

length To2 that may also lie in a range of between about 5 microseconds and about 100

microseconds, optionally of between about 20 microseconds to about 50 microseconds, as shown

in Fig. 4.

Alternatively the second switch-off phase may continue until the start of a further driving phase.

In the shown embodiment, a third short-circuiting phase SS3 continues for a time length Ts3 after

the second switch-off phase and is ended by a switch-off phase at a predetermined third time

instant t6. In case of a residual current flow through the motor coil being present at the switching-

off instant, a third voltage signal will be provided by the resonant motor as was discussed above.

In another embodiment, four or even more switch-off phases alternate with respective short-

circuiting phases.

Line 1000 schematically indicates the current flow I(t) for an example embodiment where a

current flow is present at the predetermined first time instant t4 and at the predetermined second

time instant t 5 and where the current flow just becomes zero at the predetermined third time

instant t , i.e. the sign change of the third voltage signal that may be detected at the

predetermined third time instant t would then indicate that a load is applied at the resonant motor

that has reached a predetermined third load value.

Line 1001 (only shown for the first half cycle) schematically indicates the current flow for an

example case where a sign change of the second voltage signal measured at the predetermined

second time instant t5 may be detected indicating that a predetermined second load value is

reached. As the current flow indicated by line 1001 is eliminated after the second switch-off



phase, the third short-circuiting phase SS3 here leads to a current flow build-up that is driven by

the movement-induced voltage as was discussed above, and may produce a third voltage signal

accordingly.

In another embodiment as shown in Fig. 5, a relatively short first driving phase S< having a time

length Tdl is followed by a short first short-circuiting phase Ssl having a time length Tsl and

which is ended at a predetermined first time instant t7 by a relatively short switch-off phase Soi

having a time length T0 3. The resulting first voltage signal developing after switching-off is then

fed to the measurement unit. A second driving phase S 2 that may have in some embodiments a

longer time length ¾ may start after the switch-off phase Soi and may be ended by a switch-off

phase at a predetermined second time instant t at which a developing second voltage signal may

be measured.

The short switch-off phase Soi may have a time length T0 3 lying in the range of between about 5

microseconds to about 100 microseconds, optionally of between about 20 microseconds to about

50 microseconds. The time length Tdi of the first driving phase S i and the time length Tsl of the

first short-circuiting phase Ssi are set to time length values that allow the current flow to reduce

to zero at the predetermined first time instant t7 under a predetermined condition but that are also

so short to allow a second driving phase S 2 that may have a time length Td2 that allows for

achieving a high amplitude of the moving motor armature. The individual time lengths' may be

empirically determined.

Generally, it is also possible to numerically simulate a resonant motor and its behavior and to

determine the various parameters such as the predetermined time instants and time lengths' based

on such a computer simulation.

Referring to Fig. 5, line 1010 indicates a case where the movement induced voltage is such that

the current flow I(t) is relatively high and the residual current flow at the predetermined first time

instant t7 is positive. The resulting first voltage signal is then negative. Line 1011 indicates a case

where the movement induced voltage has changed such that the current flow I(t) is lower than in

the case indicated by line 1010 and the residual current flow at the predetermined first time

instant t7 is negative. The resulting first voltage signal is then positive.



Several possibilities exist to measure a second (or more generally: a further) voltage signal that is

indicative of whether, e.g., an applied load has changed from being above (or below) a

predetermined second (or further, i.e. third, fourth, . . .) load value to being below (or above) this

value. In an embodiment, the second predetermined load value may be chosen to be D2 as

indicated in Fig. 3. In an embodiment, a different second driving phase S ' and/or a different

second short-circuiting phase Ss' may be applied in the second half cycle such that a second

voltage signal P2 that can be measured at a predetermined second time instant ti ' (as shown in

Figs. 2A and 2B) indicates by its sign change a change of load applied at the resonant motor from

being above (or below) a predetermined second load value to being below (or above) this value.

In an embodiment, two driving phases that are each followed by a respective short-circuiting

phase are applied during at least a first half cycle (optionally in both half cycles), an example of

which was shown and discussed with reference to Fig. 5, thus allowing to measure whether the

applied load is below or above or between two predetermined load values (optionally more

different predetermined load values can be probed).

In an embodiment, at least the length of one of the driving phase and the short-circuiting phase is

periodically changed between successive driving cycles. For example, in a first driving cycle c l a

predetermined first load value is tested by the measurement, in the following second driving

cycle c2 a predetermined second load value is tested, in the following driving cycle the

predetermined first load value is again tested etc. This could be indicated by a cl-c2-cl-c2-cl-c2-

.. . series. Other series could be contemplated such as cl-c2-c3-cl-c2-c3-cl-c2-c3-. . . or cl-c2-

cl-c3-cl-c2-cl-c3-... or cl-cl-c2-c2-cl-cl-c2-c2-... etc.

Embodiments are contemplated which include the operation of memory elements. For example,

where a user typically exceeds a second or third predetermined load value, the measurement

sequences indicated above may be modified. Specifically, in the case of exceeding a third

predetermined value, the series of measurement could be cl-c3, c-2-c-3, cl-c-3, c2-c3, .... This

sequence could occur until the user changes their hygiene habits and begins to utilize

appropriately applied force. At such time, the series of measurement may be modified to a

previously listed series which measures during a cycle c3 less often.



In an embodiment, the time length of the first driving phase may be changed after the evaluation

of the first voltage signal has indicated that the applied load has changed from being above (or

below) a predetermined first load value to being below (or above) this value. The predetermined

first time instance may then be changed too. In an embodiment, a predetermined second time

instant is added after the above mentioned change of the time length of the first driving phase to

allow measuring whether the applied load has changed back to above (or below) the

predetermined first load value or has changed from being above (or below) a predetermined

second load value to being below (or above) this value.

All the various possibilities to test whether more than one predetermined load value is reached

can be combined with each other to the extent that this is possible.

As the peak amplitude at which the resonant motor is driven may be changed from low amplitude

to high amplitude when the first voltage signal changes its sign, the load value Dl indicated in

Fig. 3 should relate to a load applied at the functional element that indicates that the electric

device is being used as it is, e.g., pressed against a surface. The respective predetermined first or

second load value may be set to be within a range of between about 0.1 Newton (N) to about 5 N.

The predetermined first load value may in particular be chosen to be within a range of between

about 0.5 N to about 1.5 N for the first voltage signal and for the predetermined second load

value between about 1.5 N to about 3.5 N for the second voltage signal. The electric device may

additionally be equipped with an indicator to indicate to the user when the applied load is below

the predetermined first load value level (e.g. by a yellow light element), when the applied load is

between the predetermined first and second load values (e.g. with a green light element) or when

the applied load is above the predetermined second load value (e.g. with a red light element).

In an above described example embodiment, a driving parameter that was changed after the

evaluation unit had detected a change of the applied load from being above (or below) a

predetermined first (or second, or third,. . .) load value to being below (or above) this value was

the time length of the first driving phase. Instead of changing the time length of the first driving

phase, another driving parameter or several driving parameters could be changed, e.g. the driving

frequency could be changed, the height of the supply voltage could be changed, the start time of

the first driving phase within a half cycle could be changed etc.



Fig. 6 is a depiction of an electric device realized as an oral hygiene device 1, here in the form of

an electric toothbrush. The oral hygiene device 1 comprises a handle 20 and an attachment 10.

The attachment 10 comprises a functional element 11 mounted for driven oscillatory motion

around a rotation axis R as indicated by a double arrow 12. The functional element 11, here

realized as a brush head comprising a plurality of cleaning elements that are here realized as

bristle tufts, may be driven by a resonant motor such that the functional head 11 oscillates about

the rotation axis R. During operation, the resonant motor is controlled by a control unit.

As described in more detail below, in the context of an exemplary oral hygiene device, such as an

electric toothbrush, the resonant motor may be controlled initially with relatively low operational

amplitude to indicate to the user that the electronic toothbrush is in an on-state and is functional.

When the brush head of the electric toothbrush is pressed against a surface in a user's oral cavity,

the applied mechanical load of the resonant motor may change, and the resonant motor may be

controlled to have higher operational amplitude (the working amplitude) when the applied load

value reaches or exceeds a predetermined first load value. The low operational amplitude may be

chosen to lie in a range of between about 1% to about 75% of the working amplitude, optionally

in a range of between about 5% to about 30%.

While various example embodiments were discussed, it is stated that all features that are

disclosed in the present description, whether as isolated features or as a feature within the context

of other features, are intended to be individually combinable with each other to the extent that

this is possible and is not in contradiction with the gist and scope of the present disclosure.

The dimensions and values disclosed herein are not to be understood as being strictly limited to

the exact numerical values recited. Instead, unless otherwise specified, each such dimension is

intended to mean both the recited value and a functionally equivalent range surrounding that

value. For example, a dimension disclosed as "40 mm" is intended to mean "about 40 mm."



CLAIMS

1. A resonant motor unit comprising:

a resonant motor;

a control unit for driving the resonant motor at a driving frequency, for short-

circuiting the resonant motor during a first short-circuiting phase in successive driving

cycles and for concluding the at least first short-circuiting phases by switching off the

current flow through the resonant motor at least at a predetermined first time instant

within the driving cycles;

a measurement unit for successively measuring at least a first voltage signal

provided by the resonant motor at the predetermined first time instant; and

an evaluation unit for determining whether the first voltage signal has changed

between successive measurements.

2. The resonant motor unit in accordance with claim 1, wherein the measuring unit is

arranged to only measure the sign of the first voltage signal.

3. The resonant motor unit in accordance with claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the

predetermined first time instant is predetermined such that the first voltage signal changes

its sign when a load applied at the resonant motor changes from being below to above or

from being above to below a predetermined first load value.

4. The resonant motor unit in accordance with any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein

the control unit is further arranged for short-circuiting the resonant motor during a

second short-circuiting phase in successive driving cycles and for concluding the second

short-circuiting phases by switching off the current flow through the resonant motor at a

predetermined second time instant within the driving cycles;

the measurement unit is further arranged for measuring a second voltage signal

provided by the resonant motor at the predetermined second time instant; and

the evaluation unit is further arranged for determining whether the second voltage

signal has changed between successive measurements.

5. The resonant motor unit in accordance with claim 4, wherein the measurement unit is

arranged for either:



measuring the first voltage signal in a first half cycle of at least one of the

successive driving cycles and the second voltage signal in a second half cycle of the same

driving cycle; or

measuring the first voltage signal in a first half cycle of at least one of the

successive driving cycles and the second voltage signal also in the first half cycle of the

same driving cycle; or

measuring the first voltage signal within at least one of the successive driving

cycles and the second voltage signal in at least one other of the successive driving cycles.

6. The resonant motor unit in accordance with claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the control unit is

arranged to change the driving frequency between successive measurements.

7. The resonant motor unit in accordance with claim 6, wherein the predetermined first time

instant is predetermined such that the first voltage signal changes its sign when the

driving frequency coincides with the resonance frequency of the resonant motor or with a

target frequency having a predetermined distance to the resonance frequency.

8. The resonant motor unit in accordance with any one of claims 1 to 7, wherein the control

unit is arranged to provide a supply voltage at the resonant motor during a driving phase

prior to the short-circuiting phase.

9. The resonant motor unit in accordance with any one of claims 1 to 8, wherein the control

unit is arranged to change at least one parameter of the driving of the resonant motor

when a change based on the first motor signal is determined and/or to indicate the

determined change to a user.

10. An electric device comprising a resonant motor unit in accordance with any one of claims

1 to 9, optionally wherein the electric device is an oral hygiene device such as an electric

toothbrush.

11. A method of controlling a resonant motor comprising the acts of:

driving the resonant motor at a driving frequency;

short-circuiting the resonant motor during a first short-circuiting phase;



switching off a current flow through the resonant motor at least at a predetermined

first time instant;

measuring at least a first voltage signal provided by the resonant motor at the

predetermined first time instant; and

evaluating whether the first voltage signal has changed between successive

measurements.

12. The method in accordance with claim 11 comprising the further act of changing at least a

parameter of the driving of the resonant motor when a change based on the first voltage

signal is determined and/or of indicating the determined change to a user.

13. The method in accordance with claim 11 or claim 12, further comprising the act of

applying a supply voltage at the resonant motor prior to the act of short-circuiting of the

resonant motor.

14. The method in accordance with any one of claims 11 to 13 comprising the further acts of:

short-circuiting the resonant motor during a second short-circuiting phase;

switching off a current flow through the resonant motor at a predetermined second

time instant;

measuring a second motor signal that is indicative of a load applied at the resonant

motor; and

evaluating the measured second motor signal to determine whether the load value

indicated by the second motor signal has changed from being above to below or from

being below to above a predetermined second load value between successive

measurements.

15. The method in accordance with any one of claims 11 to 14 comprising the further act of

changing the driving frequency between successive measurements.
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